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GLOBAL PerspectivES
Tallia Storm: Discovering the Storm
R&B/Soul Singer Tallia Storm addressed the audience about what she calls,
“Discovering the Storm.” During a vacation with her family in Hawaii, she
had a once-in-a-lifetime encounter with Elton John’s partner, David Furnish. Always prepared, Storm approached Furnish during breakfast and
handed him her demo with a handwritten note and asked him to pass it
along to Elton. Not thinking that anything would amount from it, Storm
was in the airport, ready to leave her tropical vacation when she received a
call from an unknown number which happened to belong to Sir Elton John.
John asked Storm to open his show in Scotland where she was then dubbed
“Tiny Chancer” by the press. Storm’s determination lead her, not only to
pursue her dreams, but to the biggest break in her career.
“Seize your opportunity, discover the storm inside you,” Storm told the
audience before performing the classic George Gershwin melody, “Summertime,” in a completely new arrangement.
Kristopher Bronner: How to Change the World
Following the soulful performance by Tallia Storm, Kristopher Bronner,
co-creator of UNREAL™ Brands, took the stage to deliver his talk, “How
to Change the World.” Upon realizing that his generation is the first that
is not expected to live as long as its parents, Kristopher Bronner and his
brother set out to prove that junk food, a leading contributor to the diabetes and obesity epidemic, can be “unjunked.” According to Bronner,
UNREAL™ will have fulfilled its mission when other companies are inspired to “unjunk the world” by improving their own products. He passionately believes that entrepreneurship is the medium through which
change is most influentially applied.
Amaryllis Fox: Following Instinct
The next speaker was Amaryllis Fox, founder and CEO of mulu, an online
tool-making global publishers’ content shoppable for charity, who spoke
to the audience about how “Following Instinct,” helped her to become
the person she is today. After high school, Fox struggled to choose between attending university or deferring school to travel and experience
the world. Having decided to defer university, Fox faced a number of interesting situations as she worked in health clinics on the Thai-Burmese
border and freelanced for the BBC and local wire services in Thailand,
Indonesia and East Timor. Although she later returned to Oxford University to earn her undergraduate degree, Fox’s experiences abroad are
what gave her the insight that inspired her to create mulu.
“The life that I’m living today,” Fox told the audience, “is the most authentically ‘me’ life I ever could have found, and I didn’t find it at the end
of a list of pros and cons.”
Sophie Umazi: Picture this Peace
During the 2007 post-election violence in Kenya, Sophie Umazi, who
spoke next, was almost killed by three men who mistakenly thought that
she was from an “enemy tribe” due to her light skin. So frightened and
disgusted by the blind hatred exhibited by these men, Umazi knew she
had to open the lines of communication across cultural boundaries and
promote understanding. After being inspired by artist, JR’s Inside Out
Campain, Umazi launched the I AM KENYAN project, a globally backed,
Kenyan driven, awareness campaign that used photography as a platform to promote peace during last week’s 2013 Kenyan elections. The
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idea is simple: different people are encouraged to take a photograph of
themselves with the tag I AM KENYAN. Photography is a powerful storyteller and when Kenyans, both locally and in the Diaspora, come together
to tell of and confirm their identity through this powerful platform, a
strong message is sent to the public. It encourages them to see themselves as Kenyans before identifying themselves ethnically. Six months
since she launched her campaign, Umazi’s organization has had a global
outreach of over 4 million, collected over 10,000 pictures globally and
conducted 15 local peace marches. Her project has resulted in a peaceful
election with more than 70 percent voter participation.
Dylan Vecchione: Passionate QUESTioning
The final speaker of the day, fourteen year-old ReefQuest founder Dylan
Vecchione, spoke to the audience about the power of “Passionate QUESTioning.” At the age of seven, after discovering the devastating affects of
climate change on coral reefs around the world, Vecchione wanted to
know what he could do to help. He spent the next seven years asking insightful questions that led him to create ReefQuest and its centerpiece,
the “Virtual Reef,” the leading digital underwater panoramic photographic
record of global coral reefs. The Virtual Reef is being used as a platform for
citizen science environmental programs in 48 countries, and over 60,000
students have participated in ReefQuest sponsored research.
“A passionate question is what challenges you and what you don’t assume
to be true. Asking the right questions can lead to new thinking,” Vecchione
said. “A passionate question should be a bridge to the undiscovered.”
In closing, Chelsea Clinton expressed her excitement to see how the youth
of today will change the world for the better and thanked the audience and
speakers of their time, their passion, their questions and their attendance.
There is no one more curious, no greater disruptor, than a teenager on a
mission. They prod at, poke and dissect the world around them until they
are confronted with answers - or mysteries - that capture their imaginations. TEDxTeen gives extraordinary teens (and a few cool adults) a platform to share their work, tell their stories and inspire others. Bright
young minds ask questions, air comments and ignite conversations that
spread from one small stage to all corners of the worldwide web via
TEDxTeen Talks. TEDxTeen Talks have been viewed more than 2.2 million
times to date. TEDxTeen is one of eight TEDx events of over 5,000 to
have two or more talks featured on TED.com.
In the spirit of “ideas worth spreading,” TED has created TEDx. TEDx is a
program of local, self-organized events that bring people together to
share a TED-like experience. This event is called TEDxTeen, where x = independently organized TED event. At TEDxTeen, TEDTalks video and live
speakers will combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small
group. The TED Conference provides general guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events, including this one, are self-organized.
TEDxTeen 2013 was sponsored by Abercrombie & Fitch, Hobsons, Seventeen, THINK Global School, This is Teen, Thomson Reuters, We-Care.com
and Whole Foods Market.
For more information about TEDxTeen, please visit www.tedxteen.com

Architect’s rendering of The Stack

THE STACK STARTS STACKING
Inwood’s Innovative Prefabricated Building Breaks New Ground in New York City
Standing side by side with wide-eyed Inwood residents, developers Jeffrey Brown and Kimberly Frank watched from Broadway as the first few
stories of their cutting-edge modular building project, The Stack, was literally stacked into place. In the coming weeks the rest of their prefabricated housing development will be delivered via truck bed and effortlessly assembled like Lego bricks with just an eight-man construction
crew and a single crane.

greater unit quality control. Once the 56 prefabricated modules (all constructed by hand off-site in a controlled environment) are set in place,
move-in time will come quickly. A small team will comb The Stack, connecting utilities and adding finishing touches, while a façade is affixed to
the side of the building.

Located at 4857 Broadway in the Inwood neighborhood of Manhattan
the 38,000-square-foot concrete and steel residential and retail building
is the first of its kind to be built in New York City and was manufactured
entirely off-site by DeLuxe Building Systems in Berwick, Pennsylvania. It
was shipped to New York City in the form of 56 separate modules that
will eventually comprise the seven-story complex of 28 individual apartments with 4,000-square-feet of retail space on the first floor.

“This project exemplifies the opportunity to create an exciting design for
living while enjoying the benefits and efficiencies of controlled, offsite
fabrication. As builders and developers, we are intrigued with this methodology and its application on a multitude of new projects,” said Jeffrey
Brown, The Stack’s developer and general contractor.
Jeffrey M. Brown, CEO of Brown Hill Development, and Kim Frank, owner
of real estate finance firm MCA, bring a combined fifty years of industry
experience and have collaborated on various innovative development
projects including the Porter House in New York’s Meatpacking District.

This method of construction makes for efficient on-site integration and

For more information on The Stack, please visit www.thestacknyc.com
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